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A practical and indispensable instruction for anyone venturing into the outside and backcountry, this
classic resource by wilderness expert Branford Angier is packed with illustrated core survival abilities and
timeless advice. Divided into four important sections, Sustenance, Warmth, Orientation and Security, this
useful manual reveals time-tested outdoor abilities, including how to catch game with out a gun, what
vegetation to eat (full-color illustrations of these make identification simple), developing a warm shelter,
make clothing, protect yourself and transmission for help. Complete illustrations and clear instructions
offer crucial details instantly, making How to Stay Alive in the Woods is actually a lifesaver. Pioneering
survivalist Bradefore Angier can help you master the great outdoors without modern equipment.
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Not useful If you grew up hunting, fishing, and camping this is worthless.. Easy Read The layout is really
easy and neat to read.in the case. This book simply doesn't have enough detail for anybody. Each section
is several paragraphs.. If one misses the first time, such foul usually will afford a second or even third
possibility to be captured."Right now you know that you can apparently kill a grouse by throwing a stone
at it. I grew up hunting grouse and you also won't find one until you flush it out and it is flying apart. You
could try 1000 times and still not really strike one with a rock. Even if you could get within 10 feet of a
stationary target like a rabbit, it's unlikely you can throw a stone hard more than enough and accurately
enough to hit it.The section on snares is more useful, but again, without useful detail. Good Whiskey. I'm
uncertain that I've discovered anything in the skill department but I really do enjoy reading this to people
to make them laugh. Angier has a way with terms that emits wit. I tore the hard cover off for much less
pounds in the pack. There exists a new comprehensive (it's not all over the publication) Edible Vegetation
Identification Guideline with detailed color pictures (when compared to simple line, dark and white ones).
Cool Truth. A must have This book has everything every person who spends any moment in the woods at
all must have. Perfect gift book This is a fantastic gift book that I bought as part of a gift package of
"manly" stuff for my nephew. Raw Meat. Testosterone. Tales of Badassery. First got it along with:How
exactly to Stay Alive in the Woods: A Complete Information to Food, Shelter and Self-Preservation
Anywhere100 Deadly Skills: The SEAL Operative's Guideline to Eluding Pursuers, Evading Capture, and
Surviving Any Harmful SituationThe MANual: Trivia. I'm not sure that I've discovered anything in the skill
section but I really do enjoy reading this to people to make sure they are laugh Very dry humor. I bought
the hard cover since it has color photographs and is a bit more up to date while still staying accurate to its
roots.andFire Talon High quality Heavy Duty Multi-tool Pocket Knife with 2 Built-in LED
FlashlightsHighly recommended! Gold Standard Before Cody Lundin, before Les Stroud, before Bear
Grylls, there was the old school survival experts with the real world knowledge and backwoods
experience. No flashy tv theatrics, just good basic usable stuff. The only real downside is it presumes a
level of skill that many lack.. Great Basic Survival Book I bought this 2001 hardcover copy of the
publication because I had tested a copy of the 1998 paperback from the library, and I must say i wanted a
copy for myself. The hardcover not only has an interesting textured cover, but features fresh illustrations
by Jack Doherty. I bought the paperback, no color photos, as a backup still left in the camper. The only
real reason I'm offering this item a 4 and not a 5 is because it's a great basic information book for living
and surviving in the woods with a minimalist attitude, but is not an updated and completely
comprehensive survival guide. I will say the hardcover is definitely worth it if you are going to get the
publication anyway.. This publication in paperback type has gone with me all over the world as my
backup human brain if I end up someplace I need the backwoods info..and heck you may just need it one
day... interesting read here.. If you don't understand how to hunt or fish, it will be worse for you..) Who
feels strongly plenty of about a publication to write a review and after that can only muster up one
sentence? Bought early for Christmas gift.Here is the full tips on how best to catch video game birds with
out a gun:"grouse promise feasts for those who lost in the wilderness, especially as several stones or
sticks tend to be the only weapons needed to catch one.but i was curious regarding the old question
"imagine if?"..with basic information. fine for camping with children.so there are several neat tips about
how to survive..... I believe trying to implement either of these plans would help reduce your odds of
keeping alive in the woods. It really is written for those who spent their childhood outdoors and knew
fundamental outdoor skills, learned from parents, grand parents, and the older scouting programs and
such.. (Plenty of one sentence 5 star evaluations makes me doubt these are legitimate reviews. Some bad
advice I've listened to the audio reserve on audible. It's actually a guide, doesn't read just like a book.
Very educational, ideal for prepers. I've had a duplicate of this for several years, and I've replaced copies
I've lost many times. Admittedly, I have yet to learn it cover to cover, but I highly recommend it for

campers, hikers, outdoors-persons, and also (and especially) prepers. Hard to read Horribly written A
classic I read this reserve over 40 years ago and bought this for my boy when he showed interest in
camping. You don't need to read it to be able. Most of the information is good however in the meals
procurement it got a section on getting food by stealing it from bears who were eating and placing fires
so you could munch on critters that got burned up.but not too crazy. NOT FOR ARMCHAIR SURVIVAL
This book, published in1956, was written for a different sort of person than todays armchair critics.. This
book isn't the idiot's guideline to survival, full of color photos and step by step instructions on how best to
grab a stick. It is a guide to help you think, to maintain trying when all appears against you. If you lack
the education to comprehend the contents of the reserve or lack the inspiration to practice ideas from this
reserve, stay indoors watching survival TV. Things to look for in the woods It was helpful on camping or
in the event that you get shed in the woods. Shipped quickly.. No opinion.
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